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The overexpanded flow regime in supersonic rocket engine nozzles 
presents different shock wave structures due to the geometrical 
configurations of the internal walls. In the present investigation, the study 
of the shock train phenomenon is addressed for a group of convergent-
divergent conical nozzles with straight-cut throats for the overexpanded 
flow condition for NPR=12. The viscous and compressible flow field under 
stationary conditions is simulated with the RANS model in the ANSYS-
Fluent R16.2 code, which applies the finite volume method (FVM) to 
discretize the computational domain. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 
model is used, and Sutherland's law is used for the viscosity as a function 
of temperature. The results show that, in the straight-cut throat section, as 
its length increases, the flow accelerates and decelerates with the presence 
of oblique shocks, which forms a definite shock train structure, where the 
flow velocity fluctuations are within the estimated Mach number range of 
0.6 to 1.8. Increasing the throat length significantly affects the flow 
development at the nozzle outlet, which decreases the thrust force. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The viscous and compressible flow field regime at super–
sonic velocity is recurrently studied in diffusers, ejectors, 
shock tubes, ducts, scramjet, and ramjet [-3], as well as in 
supersonic nozzles with different geometries applied to the 
aerospace area [3,4]. The geometries of the internal walls 
of such devices condition the flow transit so that in dif–
ferent regions of the flow, there are variations in velocity, 
pressure, and temperature, among other thermodynamic 
parameters. 

In the compressible flow regime in straight or slightly 
diverging duct sections, the propagation of oblique waves 
has a trajectory based on the inlet and outlet pressure, and 
the whole wave propagation is called a shock train [1,5,6]. 

On the other hand, the compressible flow regime in 
convergent-divergent supersonic nozzles, such as 
planar, bell, parabolic, or other divergent geometries, 
depending on the nozzle inlet pressure and outlet pre–
ssure conditions, the flow condition can be overex–
panded, equalized or under expanded [3,7]. 

In the case of overexpanded flow, the shock wave 
conditions occur at divergence or downstream after 
nozzle exit. The thrust force is conditioned by the deve–
lopment of the flow regime leaving the nozzle [3,7]. 

The normal, oblique, and reflected shock waves inte–
ract with the turbulent boundary layer in the flow regions 
adjacent to the walls, which causes instability in the 
position of the normal shock front. In the region of the flow 

with a shock wave, before the shock, the velocity is 
supersonic, and after the shock, the velocity is subsonic, 
and the pressure and temperature gradients undergo abrupt 
jumps in that region of the shock. In turbulent flow, the 
effect of friction and wall temperature, vortices, restricted 
shock separation (RSS), and free shock separation (FSS) 
are present [8-12]. Flow fluctuations in the presence of 
shock waves cause variations of lateral pressure loads on 
the walls [9,11,13]. The Mach disk at the nozzle outlet is 
affected by radial pressure gradients [14], and in the plume, 
triple shock wave configurations are present [15]. Prandtl-
Meyer expansion waves are also present at the wall edge at 
the nozzle exit [7,8]. 

Within the extension of the group of conventional 
supersonic nozzles are the conical nozzles with straight-
cut throats, which have applications in solid fuel rocket 
engines, either sounding rockets or amateur category 
rockets [16]. The rocket engine is a single body com–
posed of a combustion chamber and a nozzle, and its 
dimensions vary depending on the power required to 
generate rocket thrust. It should be noted that the throat 
section of the nozzle is a straight tube section of pa–
rameterized length Lg/Dg, where Lg is its length, and Dg 
is its diameter. For reference, some rocket engines re–
ported by Rogers [16] that have employed conical 
nozzles with straight-cut throat are mentioned, such as 
the TU-223 Mace Booster of length 3.27 m and conical 
nozzle with Lg/Dg = 0.303; the TE-M-416 Tomahawk of 
length 5.10 m and conical nozzle with Lg/Dg = 0.5., and 
the TE-M-388 Iroquois of length 2.65 m and conical 
nozzle with Lg/Dg = 0.952. 

Also mentioned is the solid fuel engine sounding 
rockets manufactured by the University of Los Andes 
(ULA) of Venezuela, within the framework of activities 
carried out by the Rectoral Commission of the Space 
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Sciences Program and the Center for Atmospheric and 
Space Research (CIAE-ULA) [17]. The rocket engines 
use conical nozzles with straight-cut throats, which have 
undergone performance testing. The rockets have also 
undergone continuous improvements in flight perfor–
mance, thrust, and parabolic-typeballistic trajectory. The 
solid fuel used in the engines combines potassium 
nitrate as an oxidizer (65% mass) and sucrose as fuel 
(35% mass). Fig. 1 shows a group of supersonic nozzles 
from the ULA series of sounding rockets [17]. 

 
Figure 1. Sounding rockets of the ULA series [17] using 
conical nozzles with straight-cut throats. 

Figure 2(a) illustrates a basic schematic of the struc–
ture of the shock train in the straight-cut throat of a 
convergent-divergent nozzle, where the shock train is 
composed of oblique, reflected, and Mach disk shocks. 
Fig. 2(b) illustrates a schematic of the normal shock 
front (Mach disk) and the oblique and reflected shock 
waves occurring in the divergent section for the over–
expanded flow condition. 

Figure 3 illustrates images of shock wave structures 
captured with the Schlieren technique during laboratory 
experiments. Fig.3 (a) shows a configuration of the 
shock train in a duct with parallel walls reported by 
Geerts and Yu [18], where the oblique shocks form a 
sequence of diamonds. Fig. 3(b) shows the shock train 
in a divergent duct reported by Weiss et al. [19]; as the 
wave propagates, its intensity decreases downstream. 
Likewise, in double divergent nozzles [20], for very 
narrow divergent angles, wave propagation is present. 
Fig.3(c) illustrates the structure of the shock in the 
divergent of a planar nozzle reported by Hunter [13] for 
the overexpanded flow condition, in which the oblique, 
reflected, and normal shock front caused by flow 
braking is observed. 

Different authors have addressed experimental studies 
on parallel-walled ducts. In them, the pressures in the 
flow region adjacent to the duct walls present instabilities 
that are caused by the shock train, and the intensity of the 
flow fluctuation decreases downstream with pressure 
increases [1,5,18,21]. According to the case of self-
excited oscillation and forced oscillation, the asymmetric 
characteristics of the first shock wave are negatively 
correlated with the shock velocity [22, ,23]. The wall 

temperature also influences the pressure distribution in 
the shock train [24]. In the case of a diverging duct with a 
normal suction slot, when the flow passes through the 
diverging duct, the pressure gradient across the primary 
shock affects the boundary layer of the flow region 
adjacent to the wall across the suction slot [19]. 

 
Figure 2. Basic schematic illustrating the structure of the 
flow regime behavior in a throat length nozzle. (a) Throat 
length section. (b) Divergent section. 

 
Figure 3. Shock waveform structures captured with the 
Schlieren technique (a) Shock train in a parallel-walled duct 
[17] (b) Shock train in a diverging duct [18] (c) Shock waves 
in the divergence of a planar nozzle [13]. 

Regarding convergent-divergent nozzles with 
straight-cut throats, flow behavior studies have been 
reported applying CFD computational tools [25,25]. 

For flow in planar nozzles with straight-cut throat 
and for the half angle of the divergent α = 11.01°, 
Tolentino et al. [27] reported a shock train. The study 
was approached for progressive increments of the 
straight-cut throat up to Lt/ht = 1.5, where Lt is the 
straight-cut throat length, and ht is the throat height. The 
flow exhibited velocity fluctuations in the estimated 
range of Mach 1 to Mach 1.2. 

While, for flow in conical nozzles with straight-cut 
throat and α = 10°, Tolentino and Mirez [28] reported 
for throat length increments up to Lg/Dg = 2 velocity 
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fluctuations in the estimated range from Mach 0.65 to 
Mach 1.74. It is worth noting that when comparing the 
flow behavior of the throat section between a conical 
nozzle and a planar nozzle, which has been presented 
above, the conical nozzle presents greater flow fluctu–
ation. Other studies performed applying CFD for flow 
simulation in conical nozzles with straight-cut throat 
Lg/Dg ≈ 1 [29-31] have reported that velocity fluctu–
ations with the presence of oblique shocks are present in 
the throat section. 

The analysis of the flow behavior in a straight-cut 
throat nozzle has two sections to take into account: the 
throat section and the divergent section. The throat length 
conditions the flow behavior in the divergent for the over–
expanded flow condition. Therefore, based on the research 
reports mentioned above, the research on the flow behavior 
in conical nozzles with straight-cut throats has been moti–
vated to continue. 

In the present work, the object of study is to analyze 
the compressible flow behavior for different throat 
section lengths of a group of convergent-divergent 
conical nozzles and to determine the effect that throat 
length has on the flow development in the throat section 
and at the nozzle outlet. The flow is simulated in 
computational domains by applying CFD, for which the 
ANSYS-Fluent R16.2 code is used to achieve the 
proposed objective. Section 3 presents the results and 
discussions. Section 4 presents the conclusions. 

 
2. MATERIALS VAND METHODS 
 
2.1 Computational domain and meshing 

 
The geometry of the conical nozzle with straight-cut 
throat, Lg/Dg, considered for the study of viscous and 
compressible flow is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), as well as 
the boundary conditions applied to the computational 
domain are indicated there. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the 
meshed computational domain, as well as details of the 
meshing of the throat section (Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)). 

The conical nozzle is designed for isentropic flow for 
air parameters k = 1.4, for Mach 3.33 and area ratio Ae/A* 
= 5.811, where Ae is the area at the nozzle exit and A* is 
the throat area. As well as, the half angle of the divergent 
α = 10° was taken into account, which is within the 
classification of off-design supersonic nozzles, α < 12°. 

For the flow field simulations, the throat diameter Dg 
= 0.02 m was taken into account for five cases of throat 
lengths: Lg/Dg = 0.05, Lg/Dg = 0.15, Lg/Dg = 0.45, Lg/Dg 
= 1, and Lg/Dg = 2. The length of the convergent is Lc = 
1.5 Dg, and of the divergent is Lc = 4Dg. The half angle 
of the convergent is β = 30° and of the divergent is α = 
10°. The longitudinal dimensions of the nozzle section 
are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Longitudinal dimensions of the conical nozzle 
geometry with throat length 

 Nozzle cross-section range: position x/Dg
Lg/Dg Convergent Straight-cutthroat Divergent
0.05 0 – 1.5 1.5 – 1.55 1.55 – 5.55 
0.15 0 – 1.5 1.5 – 1.65 1.65 – 5.65 
0.45 0 – 1.5 1.5 – 1.95 1.95 – 5.95 

1 0 – 1.5 1.5 – 2.5 2.5 – 6.5 
2 0 – 1.5 1.5 – 3.5 3.5 – 7.5 

 
Figure 4. Basic schematic of the geometry of the 
convergent-divergent conical nozzle with straight-cut 
throat. (a) Computational domain, in which the boundary 
conditions are indicated. (b) the Meshed domain of the 
nozzle and a region of the atmosphere, for a total of 30813 
elements. (c) Meshed detail of straight-cut throat section. 

From the total computational domain, a section of 
the combustion chamber domain was taken into account 
to direct the flow at the inlet of the convergent section, 
with a length of 0.25Dg. For the flow to the atmosphere 
discharge, a domain section with a horizontal length of 
8Dg and a vertical length of 1.955Dg was taken into 
account, respectively. 

The computational domain of the conical nozzle was 
considered in 2D because of its symmetry with respect 
to the x-axis. The boundary conditions (Fig. 4(a)) 
applied to the nozzle inslet are stagnation pressure p0 = 
1200 kPa and stagnation temperature T0 = 1620 K, and 
for the ambient region of the atmosphere are pressure p 
= 100 kPa and temperature T = 300 K. For which we 
have a nozzle pressure ratio NPR = 12, where NPR = 
p0/p. 

The flow velocity is zero in the adiabatic wall due to 
the no-slip condition. In axial symmetry, the flow 
velocity in the radial direction is zero. The gravity effect 
of the flow discharge in the atmosphere was not taken 
into account, so there is no convective effect due to the 
density difference due to temperature variations since 
the computational domain is 2D with axial symmetry. 

The domain meshing was performed in the ANSYS-
Meshing Platform, using ICEM-CFD interaction to 
discretize the domain. The meshed domain with 30813 
elements for Lg/Dg = 0.05 is illustrated in Fig.4(b), and 
an enlarged detail of the throat section is shown in 
Fig.4(c), where the mesh of the throat length section has 
500 elements. Also shown for the throat section 
meshing is the detail for Lg/Dg = 2 in Fig.4(d), which 
has 20000 elements. It should be noted the meshing for 
other throat sections, for the cases Lg/Dg = 0.15  (1500 
elements), Lg/Dg = 0.45 (4500 elements), and Lg/Dg = 1  
(10000 elements) is not presented in Fig.4. 
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2.2 Governing equations 
 
For the simulation of the compressible viscous flow 
field, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa–
tions were used for steady-state conditions. The 
computational simulation code used was ANSYS-Fluent 
R16.2, which applies the finite volume method (FVM) 
[25,26,32]. 

Equation (1) of the conservation of mass, equation 
(2) of momentum in a fluid, equation (3) of energy, and 
equation (4) of state of the ideal gas [25,26,32]. These 
equations, without considering the time variable, in the 
compact form are expressed as: 

( )iu 0ρ∇ ⋅ =    (1) 

where ρ is the density, and u is the flow velocity. 

p RTρ=  ^ (2) 

where, p is the pressure, τ  is the stress tensor, and 

i ju uρ ′ ′−  is the Reynolds stress. 

( )( ) ( )( )i eff eff iu E p k T uρ τ∇ ⋅ + = ∇ ⋅ ∇ +   (3) 

where, E is the total energy, keff is the effective thermal 
conductivity, T is the temperature, and effτ  is the effec–
tive stress tensor. 

p RTρ=    (4) 

where R is the gas constant. 
For turbulence modeling of the compressible flow, 

the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [33] was used, 
and for flow viscosity as a function of temperature, 
Suhterland's law equation [34] was used. 

For compressible flow, the Mach number, M, is 
classified in the following ranges: (a) subsonic flow 0.3 
≤ M ≤ 0.8; transonic flow 0.8 ≤ M ≤ 1.2; supersonic 
flow 1.2 ≤ M ≤ 5; hypersonic flow M > 5 [7]. For 
incompressible flow consideration, we have  M < 0.3. 

The flow in the nozzle is considered as an ideal gas, 
as an approximate behavior to air, the flow parameters 
being as follows: specific heat ratio  k = 1.4, specific 
heat at constant pressure Cp = 1006.43 J/(kg·K), thermal 
conductivity kt = 0.042 W/(m·K), and gas constant R = 
287 J/(kg·K) [31]. 

 
2.3 Computational solution method 
 
Different options were considered for the computational 
solution method in the ANSYS-Fluent R16.2 code. Flow 
type: density-based. Time: steady. 2D space: axisym–
metric. Formulation: implicit. Flux type: Roe-FDS. Gradi–
ent: Least squares cell based. Flow: second-order upwind. 
Modified turbulent viscosity: second-order upwind. Initi–
alization methods: hybrid. For the control of the residual 
monitor, 1x10-6 was taken into account for continuity, 
speed, and energy. The simulations were in the range of a 
number of iterations: 26,000 to 87,000. 

The computer equipment used has the following 
characteristics: Dell CPU, model Optiplex 7010, i5 3470, 
four processors of 3.2 GHz, and 8 Gb of RAM. 

2.4 Numerical convergence analysis 
 
For the numerical convergence analysis, three meshes of 
the computational domain were performed for the 
conical nozzle with straight-cut throat Lg/Dg = 0.05, 
being refined the mesh for the regions adjacent to the 
walls of the nozzle due to the presence of shear forces in 
the flow development. Being for mesh 1 with 30809 
elements, mesh 2 with 31110 elements, and mesh 3 with 
32121 elements. The flow was simulated for NPR = 12 
with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [33]. 

The results of y+ in shear stress value for the three 
cases of 2D computational domain meshing are illus–
trated in Fig.5, which shows two peaks, a first peak at 
position x/Dg = 1.5 for y+ < 19; the other peak occurs at 
the exit of the nozzle, at position x/Dg = 5.55 for y+ < 23. 

The three y+ curves are overlapping, which shows 
that for further increments of the mesh density, they do 
not have a significant contribution; therefore, mesh 1 
with 30809 elements (Fig.4(b)) is satisfactory for the 
flow field simulation. The results of the numerical si–
mulations of the obtained mass flow of 0.355 kg/s were 
also compared with the mass flow for isentropic flow of 
0.378 kg/s, which had an absolute error of 0.023. 

 
Figure 5. Curve trajectories of y+ at the shear stress value 
evaluated at the adiabatic wall of the conical nozzle for flow 
with NPR = 12. 
 
2.5 Validation of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 

model 
 
The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [33] is a one-
equation model that has good answers for adverse 
pressure gradients and boundary layer separation, which 
was validated with experimental flow pressure data at 
the walls of a convergent-divergent planar nozzle from 
the work of Hunter [13] for NPR=3.413. Likewise, the 
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [33] was compared 
with the SST k - ω turbulence model of Menter [35], 
standard k - ω of Wilcox [36], and RSM of Launder et 
al. [37], as shown in Fig. 6, where the range of the 
convergent is located at 0 ≤ x/xt ≤ 1 and of the divergent 
at 1 ≤ x/xt ≤ 2. The best curve fit is presented for the 
Spalart-Allmaras S-A turbulence model, where at 
position x/xt = 1.717, the lowest pressure drops with an 
error of 0.32% are presented. The error is greater than 
1.68% for the other three turbulence models. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of curve fits of four turbulence 
models with experimental pressure data [13] evaluated at 
the nozzle wall for flow with NPR = 3.413. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Mach number flow patterns 
 
The simulations of the overexpanded flow field for the 
five straight-cut throat study cases Lg/Dg = 0.05, Lg/Dg = 
0.15, Lg/Dg = 0.45, Lg/Dg = 1, and Lg/Dg = 2 are shown in 
Fig.7, where the red region presents the Mach number 
gradient and the blue region with lower magnitude. In the 
divergent, oblique shock waves and flow separation 
occur. In the region of the atmosphere, the supersonic jet 
is discharged, whereas in the central region, the plume is 
formed. Likewise, normal shock waves are present in the 
atmosphere adjacent to the nozzle's exit. 

 
Figure 7. Mach number flow field for five cases of straight-
cut throat increments. 

 
Figure 8. Mach number patterns evaluated in axial 
symmetry correspond to the flow field in Fig.7. 

Figure 8 illustrates the behavioral patterns of the 
Mach number curve trajectories evaluated in axial sym–
metry in the nozzle section and in the atmosphere re–
gion, corresponding to Fig. 7 of the Mach number field. 
As the throat length increases, velocity fluctu–ations are 
presented in that section, whereby the flow velocity at 
the nozzle exit is affected, where the variations of the 
flow velocity with respect to Mach number at the nozzle 
exit are presented in Table 2, being the largest values 
for Lg/Dg = 0.05 and Lg/Dg = 0.15. 

Likewise, for the flow at the nozzle outlet, evaluated 
in the radial direction, the behavior of the Mach number 
pattern curves is illustrated in Fig.9, where the central 
region (0 ≤ r/Rg ≤ 1) presents higher velocity with a step 
jump in the estimated range of 2.25 M M < 3.4, where the 
separation between curves is due to the effect of throat 
length, whereas, for the flow region close to the wall (1 ≤ 
r/Rg ≤ 1.75) the velocity decreases and the effect of throat 
length is with less intensity. Likewise, for the flow 
velocity adjacent to the wall, the flow velocity is subsonic 
less than Mach 0.8 (1.75 ≤ r/Rg ≤ 2.410). 
Table 2. Mach number values at the nozzle outlet, evaluated 
in axial symmetry. 

Straight-cut throat 
Lg/Dg 

Position 
x/Dg 

Mach number 
M

0.05 5.55 3.353 
0.15 5.65 3.383 
0.45 5.95 3.253 

 
Figure 9. Mach number patterns were evaluated in the 
radial direction at the nozzle outlet, corresponding to the 
flow field in Fig. 7. 
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3.1.1 Shock train in the throat section 
 
The formation structure of the shock train in the straight-
cut throat, for Lg/Dg = 0.05, Lg/Dg = 0.15, Lg/Dg = 0.45, 
Lg/Dg = 1 and Lg/Dg = 2 are shown in Fig.10 in grayscale, 
which was evaluated for the density field, and is related 
to the throat section evaluated for the Mach number field 
shown above in Fig. 7. It is observed that as the length Lg 
increases, internal shocks composed of oblique and 
reflected shocks are generated. Likewise, in the throat 
section, the velocity fluctuations evaluated from the 
central region and towards the nozzle walls are shown in 
Fig. 11, where the flow accelerates and decelerates in 
different regions as a consequence of the internal shocks. 

For the range of 0.05 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 0.15, there is no flow 
disturbance with the presence of a shock train (Fig. 
10(a), 11(a), 10(b), and 11(b), whereas for Lg/Dg = 0.45 
(Fig. 10(c) and 11(c)), the oblique shock is present in 
the throat section with higher intensity. For Lg/Dg = 1 
(Fig. 10(d) and 11(d)), oblique and reflected shocks are 
present, and a normal shock front is present in the 
estimated range of 0.65 < M 1.74. 

For Lg/Dg = 2 (Fig. 10(e) and 11(e)), the propagation 
of the internal shocks increases and decreases in 
intensity as they travel toward the throat exit. It is 
evident that, in the throat section adjacent to the inlet, 
the normal shock front is present, with regions of the 
flow at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic velocity, 

while, for the region of the flow near the throat exit, it 
reaches transonic velocity. 

 
Figure 10. Density flow field. Structure of the shock train 
formation in the throat section. 

 

 
Figure 11. Flow fluctuations at throat section: (a) 1.5 ≤ x/Dg ≤ 1.55, (b) 1.5 ≤ x/Dg ≤ 1.65, (c) 1.5 ≤ x/Dg ≤ 1.95, (d) 1.5 ≤ x/Dg ≤ 2.5,  
(e) 1.5 ≤ x/Dg ≤ 3.5. (f) Mach number at throat exit, position x/Dg. 
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The Mach number curve trajectories at the throat 
exit, in the radial direction, r/Rg, are shown in Fig. 11(f), 
where Rg is the throat radius. For additional reference, 
the curve for Lg/Dg = 0, where the central region of the 
flow is close to Mach 0.7, has been included, whereas 
the other curves, for Lg/Dg = 0.05,, are close to Mach 
0.8, and for Lg/Dg = 0.15, , close to Mach 1. The flow 
region adjacent to the wall is larger than Mach 1 for 
these three curves. In contrast, for the other curves in 
the central region of the flow, one has that for Lg/Dg = 
0.45,, the velocity is around Mach 1.6, for Lg/Dg = 1, the 
velocity is around Mach 1.2, and for Lg/Dg = 2, the 
velocity is around Mach 1. 

It is evidenced that the conical nozzles with straight-cut 
throat Lg/Dg = 0.45 Lg/Dg = 1, and Lg/Dg = 2, contribute to 
increasing flow fluctuations in that section; therefore, the 
shock train is present (Fig.10). These velocity fluctuations 
originating from the throat section affect the flow at the 
nozzle outlet (Fig.9); therefore, the thrust force must also 
exhibit variations in magnitude as the throat length 
increases from Lg/Dg = 0.05, to Lg/Dg = 2. 

Similar results of flow velocity fluctuations with the 
presence of normal shock front in straight-cut throat 
section in conical nozzles have been reported for mean 
divergent angles α = 9° [30], α = 10° [28], and α = 11° 
[29,30], which report that throat length significantly 
affects in the development of flow regime in the throat 
and divergent section. Flow velocity fluctuations have 
also been reported in planar nozzles with straight-cut 
throats, where the shock train exhibits transonic velocity 
variations in the Mach number range from 1 to 1.2 [27]. 

The following section presents the analysis of the 
effect of increasing the throat length on the flow 
development at the nozzle outlet. 
 
3.1.2 Effect of throat length on flow development at 

the nozzle outlet 
 
Table 3 presents the average values of the viscous flow 
parameters obtained in the radial direction at the nozzle 
outlet for the flow with NPR = 12 and mass flow 0.355 
kg/s. The plots of the curves for the pressure ratios pi /pe, 
velocity vi/ve, temperature Ti/Te, Mach number Mi/Me, and 
thrust force Fi/Fe, for the range of 0.05 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 2 are 
shown in Fig. 12. It should be noted that subscript e 
corresponds to viscous flow, and subscript i for isentropic 
flow. In addition, the data for Lg/Dg  = 0.05 (Table 3) was 
taken into consideration as a standard basis to obtain 
dimensionless parameters. 

It is observed in Fig. 12 that for 0.05 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 0.15 
(range 1), the intercept of the curve, there the thrust 
force, and velocity have higher magnitude; therefore, it 
is an optimum range of throat length for better 
performance of the off-design conical nozzle, pointing 
out that, in such range, no internal shocks occur for 0.15 
≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 0.35 (range 2), the thrust force and velocity 
decrease in magnitude. For 0.35 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 2 (range 3), 
they slightly increase in magnitude but are below the 
values with respect to 0.15 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 0.35; and for these 
two ranges, the velocity fluctuations are due to the 
presence of internal shocks. 

Table 4 presents the values of standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation for ranges 1, 2, and 3 with 

respect to the pressure, velocity, temperature, Mach 
number, and thrust force ratios. Where the standard 
deviation is below 0.1% and the coefficient of variation 
is less than 3%. For 0.05 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 0.15 (range 1), the 
coefficient of variation less than 1% was obtained. 
Table 3: Average values of thermodynamic parameters for 
viscous flow evaluated at the nozzle outlet for throat length 
Lg/Dg = 0.05. 

Parameters Average values 
Pressure: pe (Pa) 69956.31
Velocity: ve (m/s) 940.55 
Temperature: Te (K) 625.86 
Mach number: M 1.873 
Thrust force: Fe (N) 279.56 

 

 
Figure 12. Curve trajectories of pressure, velocity, 
temperature, Mach number, and thrust force relationships 
for throat length range 0.05 ≤ Lg/Dg ≤ 2. 

Table 4: Standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of 
variation (CV) values for the thermodynamic flow 
parameters evaluated at the nozzle outlet. 

 Range 1 Range 2 Range 3
Pressure ratio: pi/pe 

SD 0.01490 0.02525 0.02050 
CV 1.482% 2.376% 1.951% 

Velocity ratio: vi/ve 
SD 0.00562 0.01383 0.01063 
CV 0.564% 1.428% 1.0931% 

Temperature ratio: Ti/Te 
SD 0.00942 0.01066 0.00624 
CV 0.948% 1.049% 0.609% 

Mach number ratio: Mi/Me 
SD 0.00996 0.02179 0.01587 
CV 0.996% 2.288% 1.665% 

Thrust force ratio: Fi/Fe 
SD 0.0020 0.00507 0.00339 
CV 0.200% 0.511% 0.342% 

 
Of the conical nozzles studied, a throat section that 

is too long does not contribute significantly to 
improving the performance of the nozzle. On the 
contrary, Moreover, apart from originating a shock 
train, it also adds weight to its physical structure, which 
is not desirable. With respect to Lg/Dg = 0.4, suggested 
by Rogers [16], it should be addressed in future work 
for conical nozzles with longitudinal dimensions much 
larger than those studied in the present work in order to 
perform comparative studies of the flow behavior. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the analyses of the numerical results obtained 
for the overexpanded flow condition for NPR = 12 in 
conical nozzles with throat length, applying CFD and 
simulating the flow turbulence with the ANSYS-Fluent 
R16.2 code that applies the FVM to discretize the 
computational domain, the following is concluded: The 
length of the throat section has a significant effect on 
the propagation of oblique waves; therefore, a shock 
train structure is configured as the straight-cut throat 
increases. The throat length Lg/Dg = 0.15  is an optimal 
range since the flow regime in the throat section does 
not exhibit flow fluctuations. Thus, the flow accelerates 
undisturbed. At the exit of the nozzle, the flow presents 
a higher velocity. Therefore, the thrust force is also 
higher. Whereas, for Lg/Dg = 2, the flow is accelerated 
and decelerated by the presence of the shock train and 
affects more strongly the flow regime in the divergent. 
For the range 0.15 < Lg/Dg ≤ 2, at the nozzle exit, the 
flow velocity decreases, as well as the thrust force. 
Therefore, it is evident that a straight-cut throat that is 
too long does not contribute significantly to the nozzle 
performance. 

It should be noted that the numerical results obtained 
from the flow field in supersonic nozzles with straight-
cut throats in the present work are related to several 
types of errors, such as modeling errors, discretization 
errors, iteration errors, programming, and user errors 
[26]. Therefore, it is considered pertinent in future work 
to perform laboratory experiments for straight-cut throat 
conical nozzle geometries for the overexpanded flow 
condition in order to correlate the numerical results with 
the experimental ones. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

α Half angle of the divergent 
β Half angle of the convergent 
Dg Throat diameter 
Lc Convergent length 
Lg Throat length 
Ld Divergent length 
Lg/Dg Straight-cut throat 
M Mach number 
p0 Stagnation pressure 
p Static pressure 
Rg Throat radius 
T0 Stagnation temperature 
T Static temperature 
y+ y-plus, in the shear stress value 

 
 

НУМЕРИЧКА АНАЛИЗА УДАРНОГ ВОЗА У 
КОНУСНИМ МЛАЗНИЦАМА СА РАВНИМ 

ГРЛОМ 
 

С.Л. Толентино, Х. Мирес, С.А. Карабаљо 
 

Прекомерно проширени режим струјања у млаз–
ницама суперсоничног ракетног мотора представља 
различите структуре ударних таласа због геомет–
ријске конфигурације унутрашњих зидова. У овом 
истраживању, проучавање феномена ударног влака 
је обрађено за групу конвергентно-дивергентних 
конусних млазница са равним изрезима за услов 
преоптерећеног струјања за NPR=12. Поље вискоз–
ног и компресибилног струјања у стационарним 
условима симулирано је RANS моделом у ANSЗS-
Флуент Р16.2 коду, који примењује метод коначних 
запремина (FVM) за дискретизацију рачунарског 
домена. Коришћен је Спаларт-Аллмарасов модел 
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турбуленције, а Сатерлендов закон је коришћен за 
вискозитет као функцију температуре. Резултати 
показују да се у одсеку грла правог пресека, како се 
његова дужина повећава, проток убрзава и успорава 
уз присуство косих удара, што формира дефи–

нитивну структуру ударног влака, где су флук–
туације брзине струјања унутар процењеног опсега 
Маховог броја. од 0,6 до 1,8. Повећање дужине грла 
значајно утиче на развој протока на излазу 
млазнице, чиме се смањује сила потиска. 

 


